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Organization Background 

 
Auberge & Spa Beaux Rêves is an intimate, 12 room inn and spa in Sainte-Adèle, 
Quebec. The auberge and spa was opened 18 years ago by Hannes Lamothe, who runs 
and owns it today. Located beside a beautiful river, Beaux Rêves is focused on 
providing a pure, relaxed, and “unplugged” experience for its guests. 

 

Challenge 

Due to the very competitive market in the tourist region of the Laurentians, Beaux Rêves was looking to 
stand out from the rest of the competitors in order to attract more customers and ensure consistent 
business throughout the year. To save money in tight times, Beaux Rêves decided to move entirely too 
online marketing, as it was proving to be more cost effective and very measurable.  

 

Solution 

It was important to create an attractive, well-structured Website that accurately displayed Beaux Rêve’s 
location and clearly demonstrated their extensive service offering. We developed a strategy for the site 
structure that clearly outlined the wide range of accommodations, facilities, spa treatments, spa 
packages, room packages, gift certificates and activity packages that the inn and spa offers; through 
clearly delineated menu and submenu pages, we made it simple for visitors to browse and discover 
Beaux Rêves unique selling propositions. In terms of design, we created bold banner images which 
showcased the location and its surroundings. To encourage conversions, we created conversion points 
for each section of the site and included call to actions on every page.  
 
In the tourism and hospitality industry, it’s critical to have an optimized Website to attract customers 
and get noticed online amid all the competition. Therefore, our first priority was to ensure steady and 
consistent visitor traffic to the Website through search engine optimization. We built a solid SEO 
foundation in both languages based on our carefully chosen keywords to make it an ongoing source of 
organic traffic. Through our search engine optimization and local optimization efforts Beaux Rêves has 
remained consistently at the top of search engine results for many targeted keywords for many years.  
Another tool on our digital marketing strategy for branding, market research and reaching new 
geographic markets was leveraging Pay-Per-Click Advertising (PPC).  
 
The next very important phase in the digital marketing plan was establishing an effective and well-
thought out content marketing strategy which includes social media. A content discovery and strategic 
session with Beaux Reves and WSI was held to set the foundation. An ongoing content marketing and 
social media marketing plan was established and new original and creative content is regularly 
generated and leveraged on the blog and social platforms. This now plays a supporting role in SEO 
efforts and has helped keep Beaux Rêves at the top of search engine results. 
 
 

http://www.wsisme.com/
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Result 
 

As a result of the SEO, PPC, content marketing, and social media marketing efforts, Beaux Rêves’ 

Website has seen a consistent and substantial amount of organic visitors to the site every day. The 

redesigned Website has increased conversions by 400% due to the improved user experience, the 

increased credibility based on the new design, and conversion architecture.  

The digital marketing efforts have helped the inn build brand awareness, reach new customers as well as 
create loyal customers and followers through social media management and engagement.  
 

In the past few years, 3 local competitors have closed their doors due to a lack of a business, whereas 

Auberge & Spa Beaux Rêves has increased their occupancy rates substantially and is going stronger than 

ever! Beaux Rêves is truly a digital marketing success story! 

 

Testimonial 

 
“The way I look at it, WSI is our partner and they’ve been instrumental in our success, we’ve work very 
well together over many years as our business and the Internet has evolved. 
 
When we launched our new site traffic increased immediately but most important was the fact that we 
were receiving about 4 times the amount of request for booking and information as before. We are also 
getting many comments over the phone or at the front desk from clients who really liked the look and 
the fact that all the information is easy to find. 
 
Over the years we’ve done a lot of search engine optimization, strategic paid campaigns and lately blog 
and social media posting and it all works together to bring us guests through the front door. This is what 
it is all about! Great job WSI!” 
 
Hannes Lamothe 
Owner – Auberge & Spa Beaux Rêves 
www.beauxreves.com 
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